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Interexpo GEO-Siberia: Topics
• Digital sector economics
• Economic space, multivector territorial development, regional policy
• Application of geospatial products and technologies

• Emergency situations management

• Big Data

• Engineering and geodetic survey

• Cartography, geography, GIS and web GIS

• Forest management

• Cloud storage services and и cloud processing
technologies (TPS)

• Geodesy: equipment, software, technology

• Data: acquisition, processing, mining, and security
• Development of regional economy: spatial transformation, grand challenges and economic growth
• Digital cartography: methods, technologies, cases
• Digital photogrammetry aerial and space survey
• Digital railways
TPS - theory, practice, cases

• Geo-ecology and environmental management (TPS)

• Geoinformatics: data mining
• Geoinformation systems and BIM

• Geotechnical monitoring: building and maintenance
• Government policy in the field of Geodesy
• Information security
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Interexpo GEO-Siberia: Topics
• Photonics. Optoelectronic devices. Systems and
complexes

• Innovation educational technologies:
students for digital economy

training

• Regional spatial development and economic security

• Inspection and Supervision Activities (TPS)

• Smart city: 3D infrastructure, VR & AR, IoT, planning
and management

• Land and property relations

• Special purpose device-making

• Land management, cadastre and land monitoring

• Technologies of geodetic monitoring and
supervision of natural and man-made objects (TPS)

• Land management: supervision and protection
• Laser assisted micro- and nanotechnologies
• Laser scanning and data processing
• Metrological support of high-tech production

• Technosphere safety in geosciences
• UAV remote sensing (mapping & monitoring)
• Unified geoinformation platforms

• Navigation and geodetic satellite systems
• Optical engineering and instrument-making
TPS - theory, practice, cases
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Interexpo GEO-Siberia
• Forums
• Seminars

• Exhibitions
• Conferences
• Symposiums

• Round tables
• Presentations
• Master classes
• Plenary sessions

• Panel discussions
• Professional and
youth competitions
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Interexpo GEO-Siberia
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Novosibirsk ExpoCentre
Modern technologies and equipment make the Novosibirsk ExpoCentre
International Exhibition Complex one of the most attractive Siberian
exhibition centres.
The specialists of the Novosibirsk ExpoCentre complete various tasks related to
organizing, conducting, and maintaining events of any complexity.
ExpoCentre provides a high level of organizing events of any format and scale,
as well as functionality, high technical level, and professionalism.
Its conference halls are equipped with a congress system that can be
configured to conduct conferences of any format (presidium hall, conference
hall, situation hall, presentation hall).
Simultaneous translation services use the wireless infrared multichannel
system allowing simultaneous translation into 5 different languages.
The conference halls are equipped with stationary projection screens and
video projectors with a brightness of 6,500 lm, professional 47-inch Full HD
LCD panels that can be turned towards the speaker or the audience. Flexible
video connectivity system allows connecting speaker’s laptop and stationary
video cameras.
http://www.novosibexpo.ru/en/
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Novosibirsk ExpoCentre
Lessees can use a modern dynamic space to conduct various events with up to
1,200 participants:
• 7 stationary conference halls with a capacity of 100 up to 460 people;
• 4 negotiation rooms with a capacity of 10 up to 35 people;
• 2 pavilions with a total area of 14,400 m2 .
The mobility of space allows using conference halls and exhibition pavilions of
the Novosibirsk Expo Centre International Exhibition Complex in various
configurations.
Each conference hall has a stationary presentation computer installed opposite the
place from which speeches and lectures are delivered. This computer, connected
directly to the video broadcast system, and allows speakers to conduct
presentations without the need to use their own laptops. Presentations are
controlled with a wireless mouse, a presenter with a laser pointer, or the help of
the operator sitting at the presentation computer. If necessary, the speaker’s
laptop can be connected to the video system using the floor connection ports
located at several points of the hall. The standard connection port is HDMI.
Connection of devices with a VGA or mini display port is also possible.
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Novosibirsk ExpoCentre

SECOND FLOOR
Conference halls
Negotiation rooms
Interpreters’ booth
Café
Permanent exhibition of Novosibirsk Region
Media Centre
Offices, shops, and service rooms
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Novosibirsk ExpoCentre
FIRST FLOOR
FLOOR
FIRST
Conference halls
Restaurants
Offices, shops, and service rooms

GROUND FLOOR
Exhibition halls
Central hall
Service center
Registration desks
Café
Offices, shops, and service rooms
Cloakrooms
Left luggage office
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International Airport “Tolmachevo”
Novosibirsk International Airport is the largest transit hub beyond the Ural
mountains connecting Europe and Asia. Airlines link Novosibirsk to more than 100
destinations. The airport is located 17 km to the West of the centre of Novosibirsk.

Due to its favourable location and availability of an extensive route network,
Novosibirsk International Airport maintains a significant number of passengers over
Russia. The Airport has two runways of Class A. The Airport is one of the three
airports in the Asian part of Russia, with a runway of ICAO Category II has technical
possibilities for ground support of all types of domestic and foreign passenger
and cargo aircraft.
The Airport provides passengers with a range of services to make their trip
comfortable. International duty-free shopping network Runway allows passengers to
purchase clothing, handbags, jewellery, watches, cosmetics, gifts and souvenirs.
Passengers can use free Wi-Fi in all halls and areas of the terminals. Online check-in
service at the Airport is provided by Aeroflot, S7 Airlines, UTAir, Ural Airlines,
Orenburg Airlines, Russia, Vim Avia, NordStar, Alrosa and Air Astana. For passengers
with disabilities, the terminals are equipped with ramps, lifts and lift platforms.
http://eng.tolmachevo.ru/
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International Airport “Tolmachevo”
Route Network
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International Airport “Tolmachevo”

Terminal A – domestic flights
Terminal B – international
flights

Short term parking

24 hour
parking

24 hour
parking

24 hour
parking
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International Airport “Tolmachevo”
Terminal A – ground floor
Baggage
storage
facility
Check-in counters
VIP lounge

Baggage
reclaim area
Lounge for
passengers
with special
needs

Check-in
area
Check-in kiosks

Terminal A – first floor

Taxi hire
service

Car hire
service
Departure lounge
Business
lounge

Pharmacy

Departure lounge
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International Airport “Tolmachevo”
Terminal B – ground floor

Check-in counters

Baggage
reclaim
area

Departure lounge

Ticket
offices

Terminal B – second floor

Check-in
kiosks

Sibscan
Transfer passenger
exit
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Hotels
The AZIMUT Hotel Siberia is located in the very heart of the city.
Many of Novosibirsk's main historical and cultural attractions and numerous
shopping and entertainment centres, are located within walking distance from the
hotel.
The hotel offers 259 rooms of different categories.
Guest Rooms:
• Standard Single / Standard Twin is a cosy 16-18,8 𝑚2 room, which is popular
among tourists with reasonable approach to guestrooms choice.
• Superior Single or Superior Double/Twin room is a modern 16-18,8 𝑚2 room,
which is perfect for business travellers who appreciate not only opportunities for
comfortable rest, but also conditions for successful business.
• Junior Suite category is 35,5 𝑚2 spacious room with bedroom, work area and
sitting area.
• Suite or Superior Suite room category is 53,7 𝑚2 spacious room with cozy
bedroom, sitting and work area, and large bathroom / 2 rooms: a living room and
bedroom with a one large king-size bed or two singles.
http://en.azimuthotels.com/russia/novosibirsk/azimut_hotel_siberia
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Hotels
The SKYEXPO Hotel is a new business hotel in Novosibirsk that offers 199 rooms,
each featuring air conditioning, free Wi-Fi, minibar, satellite TV, work place, bathroom
with a walk-in shower, hospitality supply.
Guests may use large swimming pool, sauna and hammam, gym, billiards,
entertainment club, restaurant, lobby bar, laundry, meeting room, free parking and
helipad, located just 200 metres from the SKYEXPO Hotel.
Due to its vicinity to the International Exhibition Complex "Novosibirsk Expocentre”
and close proximity to Tolmachevo airport the hotel is an ideal facility for a
comfortable stay.
The SKYEXPO hotel offers accommodation in rooms of different categories:
"Standard", "Studio", "Apartment" and "Presidential suite". Rooms for persons with
limited mobility are also available.
Guest Rooms:
Standard room – size 20 𝑚2 , maximum number of guests: 2.
Studio – size 20 𝑚2 , maximum number of guests: 2.
Apartment – size 60 𝑚2 , maximum number of guests: 3.
Presidential suit – size 80 𝑚2 , maximum number of guests: 4.
http://skyexpo.ru/en/siberia
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Hotels
MIROTEL is a new four-star hotel, that is located in the center of a major traffic
intersection, proximity to Tolmachevo Airport, and walking distance to the metro.
There is the night club Paris and three restaurants at the hotel that inhabitants of
Novosibirsk fall in love with. The restaurant of Caucasian cuisine the Adjikinezhal
offers the most delicious food and the best wine. A cozy pizzeria Drovamuka offers
warm atmosphere, friendly communication, lots of pizza, hot steaks, Italian pastas
and excellent wine! Pan-Asian cuisine Myatny Karas.

Guest Rooms:
Standard single / double – size 20 𝑚2 , maximum number of guests: 2.

De Luxe – size 34 𝑚2 , maximum number of guests: 2.
De Luxe Apartment– size 42 𝑚2 , maximum number of guests: 2.
All rooms are equipped with all modern conveniences: functional work area,
cupboard for luggage, TV, phone, refrigerator, hair dryer and air conditioner.
The prices include: breakfast buffet, gym, 2 bottles of water (daily), wi-fi throughout
the hotel.
https:// mirotels.ru/booking /
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Hotels
The City Hotel − a cozy business hotel, situated in the very centre of Leninsky
district of Novosibirsk, on the left bank of the river Ob, is created for first-class
comfort and service, grade rest and effective work. The hotel offers 60 comfortable
high-tech designed rooms of different price category.
Guests of the hotel are able to use: café of Russian cuisine Kolyada, conference hall,
Spa complex, wi-fi access, free secured parking. On guest’s request there is a
possibility to organize transfer (additional charge). The hotel is located near
“Studencheskaya” metro station.
Guest Rooms:

Standard single – size 18 𝑚2 , 160x200 double bed, maximum number of guests: 2.
Superior – size 180 𝑚2 , 160x200 double bed, maximum number of guests: 2.

Junior Suite – size 22 𝑚2 , 170x210 double bed, maximum number of guests: 2.
Superior Suit – size 30 𝑚2 , 170x210 double bed, maximum number of guests: 2
All rooms are equipped with all modern conveniences: functional work area,
cupboard for luggage, TV, phone, refrigerator, hair dryer and air conditioner.
http://www.77hotel.ru
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Novosibirsk
Novosibirsk is the largest municipal entity in the Russian Federation with the third
largest number of population of all Russian cities. The resident population is over
1,700 thousand, the city spans the area of 506.7 km2 .
Established in 1893 as a settlement for builders working on the railway bridge
across the Ob River the city has been the administrative centre of the Novosibirsk
Region since 1937 and of the Siberian Federal District since 2000.

Novosibirsk's subway was opened in 1985, now it has two active lines with 13
stations covering 15.9 km.
Novosibirsk is one of the national culture centers. All kinds of art and culture
institutions are present here: architecture and painting, music and theatre, classic
art and folk. These institutions are represented by 15 theatres, including
Novosibirsk State Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre - the historical and
architectural symbol and hallmark of Novosibirsk. The city's points of interest also
include Botanic Garden, zoological park that has no analogues in the Siberian
region, and historical monuments, its Art Gallery counts more than 6000 pieces of
art by Russian and foreign artists.
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Novosibirsk
Every year graduates from Novosibirsk State Conservatoire, Ballet and Theatre
schools, Music College enter the troupes of Russian theatres.
The city has 82 public libraries with a library stock of about 5 million items. The
State Public Scientific and Technical Library of the Siberian Branch of the Russian
Academy of Sciences is the largest in Siberia.

There are numerous representative offices and economic missions of over-sea
countries operating in the city, including the Consulates of Germany, Uzbekistan,
and Ukraine, the Vice-Consulate of Kirghizia, the Embassy Department of the
Republic of Belarus, Commercial Section of the Embassy of the Republic of Korea,
Novosibirsk Department of the Institute for Foreign Trade under the auspices of
the Italian Embassy.
The city has established and actively develops economic and cultural relations
with China, Japan, South Korea and other countries, as well as its sister cities:
Minneapolis and Saint Paul in the USA, Sapporo in Japan, Mianyang in China,
Taejon in the Republic of Korea, Varna in the Republic of Bulgaria, Osh in the
Kyrgyz Republic, Kharkov in Ukraine, and Minsk in Belarus.
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Contacts
Dr. Igor A. Musikhin

Dr. Olesya Malygina

Ms. Irina Chernobaeva

Vice Rector for International and
Innovation Activities
Vice Chairman of the Organizing
Committee

Secretary of the Organizing Committee

Project-manager (Expocentre)

Siberian State University of
Geosystems and Technologies (SSUGT)

mobile: +7 991 446 49 40

E-mail: chernobaeva@novosibexpo.ru
Siberian State University of Geosystems
and Technologies (SSUGT)
10, Plakhotnogo Str., Novosibirsk, 630108,
Russia
phone: +7(383) 343 25 39
fax:
+7(383) 344 30 60

E-mail:

i.a.musikhin_vr@ssga.ru

Web:

www.sgugit.ru

10, Plakhotnogo Str., Novosibirsk,
630108, Russia
mobile: +7 913 000 13 32
fax:
+7(383) 344 30 60

Web: http://novosibexpo.ru

E-mail: geosib@bk.ru,
geosib@ssga.ru
Web: http://sgugit.ru/
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Welcome to

Interexpo GE -Siberia 2022
Novosibirsk, May 18-20
Siberian State University of Geosystems and Technologies
10, Plakhotnogo St., Novosibirsk, 630108, Russia
phone: +7(383) 343 25 39
fax:
+7(383) 344 30 60
http://geosib.sgugit.ru/en/home/
www.sgugit.ru

